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International and National events:
locally, safely, accessible.
After a long year in 2020, we know that people are keen to get together, rather than sit in
on long virtual events, so we’re evolving our ideas quickly. How do you deliver emerging
face-to-face events in a COVID-safe way, and give people access to national activities…
all without travelling? First cab off the rank is our National Conference in May, where
we have one of the best international 2-day programs for a national conference in years,
and we are opening Super Early Bird ticketing next Tuesday. It’s going to be available to
everyone, in your state and territory at a face-to-face, COVID-safe event. We’re going for
the best of both worlds.
Click here to view the program, and have a great week.
David Clarke
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What’s the best way to prove the
effectiveness of crucial safety systems?
The way organisations monitor and report
against their safety systems do not
demonstrate that a workplace is “safe” from
a historical perspective, according to a
workplace law firm.
Read full story

Rise in workers’ comp claims leads
ACTU to call for action on mental health
injuries
In the 2018-19 year there have been over
114,000 serious workers’ compensation
claims, according to new Australian
Workers’ Compensation Statistics.
Read full story

How OHS leaders can use coaching to
improve stakeholder engagement

WA: regulator issues warning about
cyclone contingency plans

While coaching is a powerful tool for

Businesses throughout Western Australia

engagement and effectiveness in the
workplace, a coaching expert said not
many people managers have the

were recently reminded by WorkSafe WA
to ensure that contingency plans have
been established and are in operation after

opportunity to explore coaching as a
possible method of leadership.

the season’s first cyclone formed off the
North-West coast.

Read full story
https://www.aihs.org.au/civicrm/mailing/view?reset=1&id=3055
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POLICY & LEGISLATION

SA: safety campaign focuses on road
freight transport musculoskeletal OHS
risks
Reducing musculoskeletal injuries and
slips, trips and falls across the road freight
transport industry is the focus of the latest
safety campaign for SafeWork SA.

QLD: safety alert issued over concrete
pump delivery pipeline end fittings
Workplace Health & Safety Queensland
recently issued a safety alert highlighting
the risk of concrete pump delivery pipeline
hose ends failing.
Read full story

Read full story
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SA: audit to focus on fatigue and
bullying in hospitals and health services

WA: health surveillance requirements for
silica strengthened

SafeWork SA inspectors have commenced
an audit program of South Australian
hospitals and health services focusing on

The West Australian Government recently
made a change to OHS regulations that will
increase protections for workers exposed

fatigue and psychological health risks.

to respirable crystalline silica in the
engineered stone industry.

Read full story
Read full story

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The AIHS QLD Branch is proud to announce a Call For Papers for the 29th consecutive
annual Visions Occupational Health and Safety Conference to be held on the Gold
Coast from Wednesday 8 - Friday 10 September 2021. Papers are invited from
interested OHS professionals and practitioners, academics, researchers, from the
various fields of OHS and all associated disciplines. Prior to submitting an abstract, please
ensure you have read the guidelines here.
Submit Here

https://www.aihs.org.au/civicrm/mailing/view?reset=1&id=3055
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UPCOMING EVENTS
31 Jan University of Adelaide: Occ Hygiene for Managers and Supervisors
1 Feb Online Workshop: Safety Futures- Advanced Safety Professional Prac
2 Feb Online Workshop: Apply the Science of Safety with Usability Mapping
2 Feb Online Workshop: Leading Others One Conversation at a Time
4 Feb QLD Branch Meeting

INCIDENTS AND PROSECUTIONS

Company penalised $15,000 after
worker injured from fence fall

SA: café operator fined $18,000 over
serious burns to young worker

Air Synergy Pty Ltd, a company in Victoria
which supplies, services and installs air
conditioning systems, was recently
penalised $15,000 after a worker sustained
serious injuries.

A company in South Australia operating a
café was recently convicted and its director
fined after a young casual worker suffered
serious burns.
Read full story

Read full story
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VIC: metal fabrication company fined
$15,000 over worker’s fractured pelvis

QLD: worker sustains serious head
injuries after falling from tank

A metal fabrication company in Victoria
was recently fined $15,000 after a 21-year-

A worker in Queensland recently sustained
serious head injuries after falling from a

old apprentice boilermaker sustained a
fractured pelvis and muscle damage after
he was struck by a steel beam which was
being lifted using a mobile crane.

water tank that had just been put in place
by a vehicle loading crane.
Read full story

Read full story
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